
WHAT IS FILTERPAL?  
 
FilterPal is a filter made of a patent-pending filter media that is currently being applied 
to shop vacuums.   The overall nature of FilterPal is that is can capture and retain 
micron and sub-micron particles with a minimum of restriction or pressure 
drop.   FilterPal is a three dimensional, volumetric filter system that captures and stores 
particles in a matrix of self-charging plastic fibers.    
  
WHAT DOES FILTERPAL DO FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS?  
When FilterPal is placed over a cartridge type paper filter it acts as a pre-filter that:   
1. Captures and removes from the air stream particles of dust and debris that would 
normally directly impact the cartridge filter.    
2. As a result of the aforementioned property, filter replacements can be virtually 
eliminated depending upon what is being filtered. Practically speaking it eliminates the 
cost of buying replacement cartridge filters.  
3. It also prevents puncture of the paper cartridge filter by high velocity particles such a 
screws and other small metal objects.   
4. FilterPal has the lowest internal resistance to flow than any of the industry.  The 
resistance to flow and the relationship to clogging the FilterPal is totally different from 
the features offered by paper based cartridge filters.   The FilterPal media consists of a 
volumetric particle storage area that decelerates and stops and captures particles.    
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:  
 FilterPal is a green product.  It is non-disposable.   It can be cleaned and regenerated 
to its original efficacy and reused many, many times.     
Currently, it is estimated that the US purchases and disposes of 300 to 500 million 
cartridge filters to landfills. FilterPal has the potential to eliminate 99% of landfill waste 
caused by paper cartridge filters.     
HOW FILTERPAL IMPACTS POINT OF SALE SHIPPING, STORAGE DISPLAY?    
TWO HUNDRED FILTERPALS OCCUPY THE SAME WAREHOUSE SPACE AND 
SELLING SPACE AS 3 shop vacuum filters.    
FilterPal weighs 4 oz. while shop vacuum filter cartridges weigh .9 lbs.  
  
FILTERPAL THE DUST STOPS HERE!  
FILTERPAL KEEPS YOUR PLACE MUCH CLEANER.   FILTERPAL LEAVES THE 
WORLD A LITTLE GREENER!  
 
**NEVER USE A FILTERPAL WITHOUT THE SUPPORT OF AN OEM 
CARTRIDGE FILTER**  
 
Ships with Instructions ! 
 


